Essential Information

Duration: 5 Days
Price: £400 + WSA Membership
Age: 18yrs+

Pre-Requisites: WSA Membership, Advance First Aid, SUP Safety and Rescue SUP Foundation Coach, SUP Adventure Coach. APL from other organisations see website

Ability: Paddle confidently upwind, across wind and downwind in open choppy water: use two types of turns effectively

Remit: Large expanse of water, multi day trips, rivers up to Grade 2

Assessment Criteria: 2.5 day assessment with an overnight.

Expedition leadership encompasses the skills you have learnt on our Adventure course. The course is designed for those wishing to go further afield, guiding on multi day trips including overnight remote stays. Course will include journey planning, hazards, navigation day and night, leave no trace, setting camp, tips and tricks and also incident management including night paddling.